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President's Message 
DEAR GRADUATES: 
I extend my sincere congratulations to each of you on the occasion of this 
commencement in the 102nd year in the history of Seattle university. 
Today, you Join an alumni body of more than 30,000. It's been said that the 
true measure of a university is its graduates. Seattle University is established as 
the premiere institution in the Northwest, not because of high rankings 
determined by various national magazines and numerous academic rating 
services, but in reality because of the quality of our Seattle University graduates. 
Graduates have made their mark in business, organizational management, 
public affairs, entertainment, the fine arts, athletics, health care, education 
and more. 
Now, collectively and individually, the Class of 1993 will apply the knowledge 
and competency gained through experiences at the university. I hope that for 
each of you, Seattle University represents a period of personal growth and 
development. I hope Seattle University will be an important factor toward 
achieving personal and professional success, and nurturing your commitment to 
the service of others. 
The desire to serve people will cause some to take a look to see where in the 
world you can make a difference. The city, Washington state, the Pacific 
Northwest, the United States and the world can all benefit from your experiences 
at Seattle University. 
Our graduates are at work and are engaged in service for the betterment of 
the human race in every corner of the world. Whether helping Mother Teresa 
in Calcutta, providing support at a day care center in Philadelphia, teaching 
English to school children in American Samoa or serving meals to the poor at 
Seattle's St. James Family Kitchen, Seattle University graduates are demonstrating 
their commitment to the human values and to the service elements of the 
university's mission. 
Seattle University is a richer place because of your contribution to the 
intellectual and social spirit that is woven through the fabric of the university 
community. 
I join the faculty, staff, volunteers, leaders and friends of the university in 
wishing you congratulations and God's blessings. 
Sincerely, 
William J. Sullivan. SJ 
Presideuf 
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SEA1TLE UNIVERSITY 
'rom humble beginnings 102 years ago, 
ttle University is now the largest indepen-
dent institution in the Northwest. More than 
4,800 students are enrolled in 49 undergradu-
ate and 18 graduate programs. The university 
also offers a doctoral program in educational 
leadership. 
The 46-acre campus on Seattle's First Hill 
has the atmosphere of a small college. 
Teaching is the faculty's priority at Seattle 
University. Low student-to-faculty ratios and 
caring attitudes ensure that faculty members 
are readily available to students. 
As an institution of higher learning, Seattle 
University's objective and purpose include the 
discussion, interpretation and transmission of 
knowledge, ideas and values. Thorough,  
intelligent training in theory and principle 
provided by Seattle University prepares 
students for professional careers. 
Under the auspices of the Society of Jesus, 
Seattle University supports Christian ideals and 
values. It affirms the belief in unity and 
totality of all human knowledge, whether 
experiential, speculative or divinely revealed. 
As a community inspired with the Spirit of 
Christ, the campus atmosphere encourages the 
development of an unbiased, liberated and 
enlightened intelligence in its faculty and 
student body. 
One of 28 Jesuit colleges in the United 
States, Seattle University offers a broadly based 
academic program, including a strong liberal 
arts core curriculum that prepares students  
for community service and personal 
fulfillment, as well as professional success. 
One of Seattle University's marks of 
distinction is the nation's first graduate 
program in software engineering. The 
university is also known for innovative 
undergraduate programs, such as the nation's 
first addiction studies program and the first 
undergraduate program in environmental 
engineering in the Northwest. 
The true measure of the university's 
excellence is the success of our graduates. 
Seattle University's alumni includes 
distinguished individuals in business, public 
affairs, education, the performing arts, 
athletics and other fields. 
THE HISTORY OF THE GRADUATION CAP AND GOWN 
American academic costume (also referred 
0as  academic "dress" or "regalia") had its gins in the ancient European universities. 
Apparently it was devised to distinguish 
academic persons such as doctor, licentiates, 
masters and bachelors from other parts of the 
population. Gowns probably were a necessity 
because of unheated buildings, and hoods 
were needed to cover the heads of medieval 
scholars. Most universities issued strict 
regulations concerning the design and use of 
academic dress. 
As they were founded, American colleges 
and universities inevitably adopted the gown, 
hood and cap from their European anteced-
ents. Although some common standards and 
practices were observed, no uniform code or 
system existed until late in the 19th century. 
The principle features of academic dress  
are three: the gown, the cap and the hood. 
The flowing gown comes from the 12th 
century. It has become symbolic of the 
democracy of scholarship, for it completely 
covers any dress of rank or social standing 
underneath. It is black for all degrees, with 
pointed sleeves for the bachelor's degree; 
long closed sleeves for the master's degree; 
and round open sleeves for the doctorate 
degree. The gown worn for the bachelor's or 
master's degree has no trimmings. The gown 
for the doctorate degree is faced down the 
front with velvet and has three bars of velvet 
across the sleeves in the color distinctive of 
the faculty or discipline to which the degree 
pertains. 
The wearing of the cap was a privilege won 
by freed slaves in ancient Rome, and so the 
academic cap is a sign of the freedom of  
scholarship and the responsibility and dignity 
with which scholarship endows the wearer. 
Old poetry records the cap of scholarship as 
square to symbolize the book, although some 
authorities claim that the mortar board or cap 
is a symbol of the masons, a privileged guild. 
The color of the tassel on the cap denoies the 
discipline. 
Heraldically the hood is an inverted shield 
with one or more chevrons of a secondary 
color on the ground of the primary color of 
the college. The color of the facing of the 
hood denotes the discipline represented by the 
degree; the color of the lining of the hood 
designates the university from which the 
degree was granted. The length of the hood 
varies by academic degree. The hood for the 
doctorate degree is the only one with panels 
at the sides. 
3 
Honorary Degrees 
S 
Jean Enersen, you are the consummate 
professional broadcaster and civic leader. 
You are consistently recognized as the most 
popular and most respected anchorperson in 
the Northwest. 
In addition to your daily broadcast 
assignments for KING 5 and your role as co-
host of KING 5's prime time news magazine 
Our Times, you have been involved in a 
number of historic broadcasts. 
In 1987 you were the host of Face to Face: 
(IS/USSR, a documentary ifimed in the former 
Soviet Union and Seattle as part of a joint effort 
of KING 5 and Soviet television. 
In 1988, at the invitation of the government 
JEAN ENERSEN 
of the former Soviet Union, you were the first 
American journalist to appear live on Soviet 
television offering commentary on Soviet society. 
You have been involved in several award-
winning KING 5 specials induding Korea: The 
Dragon Decides, Living With AI05 and 
Washington 2000, which won a national 
DuPont-Columbia Award for journalism. 
In the best use of the medium, you have 
effectively practiced television journalism to 
instruct and to benefit society. A special 
broadcast you hosted, called No Place Like 
Home, helped raise $3 million to build the first 
homeless shelter for families on the Eastside. 
Numerous community agencies have  
benefited from your volunteer service includi 
the United Way, New Beginnings, a shelter fo 
battered women, the Northwest AIDS Walk, and 
the Seattle-King County Boys and Girls Clubs. 
You have been named Seattle's Most Trusted 
News Anchor, Seattle's Best Television 
Interviewer, Best Local Journalist/Reporter, Best 
TV Personality and Best Anchor. 
Therefore, in recognition of your remarkable 
career in broadcasting, your dedication to 
international understanding and goodwill and 
your unseffish service to your community, upon 
you, Jean Enersen, Seattle University proudly 
confers the degree, doctor of humanities, 
honoris causa. 
REVEREND JAMES E. ROYCE, Si, PhD 
Father James E. Royce, you have had a 
distinguished career as a scholar in the fields 
of psychology and alcoholism. 
You founded the Department of Psychology at 
Seattle University in 1949 and served as chair 
for 16 years. You co-founded two divisions of 
the American Psychological Association, which 
elected you as a fellow. The American 
Association of State Psychology Boards accorded 
you with the same honor. 
For your pioneering research and teaching in 
developing the relationship between psychology 
and religion, you were recognized by Division 
36 of the American Psychological Association. 
Your accomplishments in the field of  
alcoholism are equally impressive. 
You are a recognized authority and have 
lectured nationwide to students and experts in 
the field of alcoholism. 
In 1950 you initiated the first course on 
alcoholism in the United States taught as part of 
the regular curriculum. 
In 1981 you authored the best-selling and 
authoritative textbook, Alcohol Problems and 
Alcoholism: A Comprehensive Sumvey. The 
be widely circulated and read. 
A charter member of the Washington 
Governor's Advisory Board on Alcoholism, you 
have also served in vital volunteer capacities  
with the Washington State Council on Alcohol-
ism and the National Council on Alcoholism 
which honored you with the second NCA/Martv 
Mann Founder's Award in 1988. 
During your distinguished career as an 
academic and administrator, including serving 
as associate dean and later dean of the Colleg 
of Arts and Sciences, you served as a member 
of Seattle University's Board of Trustees and you 
were named Alumni Teacher of the Year in 
Therefore, in recognition of your service to 
your professional fields, your students and to 
Seattle University, upon you, James E. Royce, SJ, 
Seattle University proudly confers the degree, 
doctor of humanities, honoris causa. 
book won two national awards and continues to 
	 1980. 
Gerard Schwarz, you have had a productive 
and remarkable career as a conductor, music 
director and recording artist. 
Since your conducting career began in 1966 
as music director for the Erick Hawkins Dance 
Company, your impact on classical music and 
the opera has been evident on the national and 
international stage. 
After serving as founding music director of 
the Waterloo Festival, in 1977 you were 
appointed founding music director of the New 
York Chamber Symphony, where you expanded 
the group's programming from a lew concerts 
to a full schedule of New York appearances, 
tours and recordings. 
As music director of the Los Angeles 
Chamber Orchestra you led the ensemble on 
GERARD SCHWARZ 
tours of the United States and at the Casals 
Festival. You have served as guest conductor for 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, the 
Philadelphia Orchestra and the Orchestre 
National de France. 
Your operatic conducting career includes 
productions by Wagner, Gluck, Mozart, 
Beethoven and Debussy. 
You began your tenure with the Seattle 
Symphony in 1983. You have initiated several 
concert series, introduced many new works to 
the Seattle Symphony's repertoire and led the 
group in several award-winning recordings, 
including a Record of the Year Award and 
several weeks' standing on Billboard's best 
selling charts. You have received 10 Grammy 
Award nominations. 
Your imagination and creativity has been 
evident in numerous television broadcasts 
including the PBS series Live From Lincoln 
Center, KING-ifs Front Row Center, 
A Romantic Evening, which aired locally on 
KCrS-TV and nationally on PBS, and a nationally 
telecast performance in France with the 
Orchestre Philharmonique. 
Clearly, you guided the Seattle Symphony to a 
standard of excellence and established the 
Seattle Symphony as one of the nation's finest. 
Therefore, in recognition of these accom-
plishments, upon you, Gerard Schwarz, Seattle 
University proudly confers the degree, doctor 10 
humanities, honoris causa. 
. 
PRESIDENT'S AWARD 
ded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. A symbol of outstanding achievement. W 	 . Emily Elizabeth Buck 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION AND DISSERTATION TITLES 
Bettina V. Butt 
Staff Development: The Relationship Between Educator Cognitive Style 
and Preference for Instructional Elements 
Mary Louise CoIwell 
Meeting the Learning Needs of Parents Through Parent Education 
Programs 
Gregory L Cowan 
A Study of Effective Information Systems Users 
Robert G. Coyne 
A Training Program for Government Agencies Involved with the 
Environmental AssessmenVEnvironmental Impact Statement Process 
Sandra J. Cross 
The Passion to Teach: How to Identify and Retain Outstanding Teachers 
Teresa Delarose 
A Comparison of Registered Nurse and Nursing Student Knowledge of 
ck Injury Prevention 
Paul W. Bugger 
The Rights and Relationship of Divorced or Estranged Parents in Relation 
to the Public Schools 
Robert H. Eley 
Perceptions of Washington State Community College Administrators and 
Developmental Education Faculty Concerning the Characteristics of 
Effective Developmental Education Programs 
Kim A. Feeler 
The Nature and Scope of Wilderness Education in the Pacific Northwest 
States of Washington and Oregon 
Russell C. Goedde 
Chronic and Severely Mentally Ill Chicanos. Cubans and African 
Americans Enrolled in a Community Mental Health System: Ethnic 
Community Supports and Help-Seeking Behavior 
Dennis K. Herren 
The Current Status of Public Education for Autistic Youth in 32 School 
Districts in Washington State 
Leo F. Hogan 
A Delphi Study of Effective Characteristics of Conflict Mediation! 
Resolution Training for Students in Washington State 
Mario F. Marsillo 
The Application of Organizational Integration Strategies by Select 
Principals and Superintendents in Washington State 
Arliene M. Miller 
A Study of the Success of Mediated Learning in Classrooms in 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Julie Miller 
Effective Instructional Strategies for Teaching, Sensing-Perceiving 
Students in Secondary Classes Using the Myers-Briggs Type indicator for 
Identification 
Joan M. Mitchell 
The Role of Education in Quality Assurance Programs in Health Care 
Facilities in British Columbia and Washington State 
Virginia M. Moon 
Cooperative Learning: A Model for Integration and Implementation 
Across the K-6 Curriculum 
Jadzia T. Nakonechny 
Klue One Two Three: An Interactive Educational Curriculum for Children 
from Traditional Families Including Children of Alcoholics 
Alice A. Tanaka 
The Push for Excellence and At-Risk Students: A Look at kenton High 
School 
Jill A. Wakefield 
Community College/Business Training Partnerships in Washington State 
Samuel J. Willsey 
Hispanic Placement in Special Education: A Comparative Study of 
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills Scores 
Gail Goss Wilson 
An Analysis of Female Roles in the 1992 Children's Choices Picture 
Books 
Douglas S. flails 
The Development of a Handbook for Admissions for Catholic Secondary 
Schools in the Archdiocese of Seatile 
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Edward J. Jennerich, PhD 
Dean and Associate Provost 
for Academic Administration 
Graduate School 
Doctor of Education 
BE11INA V. BUU 
MARY LOUISE COLWELL 
GREGORY L. COWAN 
ROBERT G. COYNE 
SANDRA J. CROSS 
TERESA DELAROSE 
PAUL W. DUGGER 
ROBERT H. ELEY 
KIM A. FRFAER 
RUSSELL C. GOEDDE 
DENNIS K. HERREN 
LEO F. HOGAN 
MARIO F. MARSILLO 
ARLIENE M. MILLER 
JULIE MILLER 
JOAN M. MITCHELL 
VIRGINIA M. MOON 
JAI)ZL4 T. NAXONECHNY 
ALICE A. TANAKA 
JILL A. WAKEFIELD 
SAMUEL J. WILLSEY 
GAIL 6055 WILSON 
DOUGlAS S. ZLATIS 
Educational Specialist 
	
is 
CAROLYN ELIZABETH CURNOW 	 STEVE MM HATLEY # 	 DONNA MARIE SMITH 
SHARYN ARNHART ENTROP 	 DETI'A LYNN MARVICH # 	 KEVIN MA1THEW TRACY # 
Master in Teaching 
TERESA ANN AGOPSOWICZ SUZANNE AMANDA BOI)WELL 
SCOTI HOWARD ALLEN GLEN DAVID BRADBURN 
KIMBERLY ANNE ALLISON ThOMAS JEFFERY BROWN 
KAREN MARIE AMER RENE YVONNE BRULOTE 
USA KAY ANDERSON ANGELA KATHRYN BUTCHER 
WILLIAM D. ANDERST KATHY DIANE BYERS 
LANCE JONATHAN BALLA SHARON M. COLLINS 
PETER BANG-KNUDSEN JR. ROBERT GUARD CRAWFORD 
JANET L. BARKS SUZANNE ELIZABETH CURTIS 
TAMRA BECK-SCHWINN BRUCE JAMES DENTON 
SAM DAVIS BELL III STEPHANIE LORRAINE DEIWILER 
LAWRENCE WAYNE BIZZELL ANGELA NEL MARKEt DODGE 
MARY ELLIN BLOCK DIANA MARIE DORAN 
ROSEMARIE ANN DOUGHERIY 
CHRISTOPHER JOEL DRAPE 
JENNIFER PASCOE DIJFFIELI) 
EVA MARIE ECONOMOU 
MICHAEL W. FISCHER 
JONATHAN CAMPBELL FOE 
JuDY MARIE FRENCH 
KRISTEN ANDERSON FURBER 
GERARD EDWARD GASTON 
GAYLE MAUREEN GRAY 
LARA HELENE GROENEVELD 
SELMA JOAN HANNA 
NIENE CAROL HARTLEY 
6 	 # Also receiving a masters degree 
lAURA ANNE SINAI 
USA ANN ST. GEORGE 
CHRIS LEWIS STARK 
DAVID CROCKER TAET 
lAuRA ELLEN TAYLOR 
MARTHA JEAN TEIGEN 
LEDERLE N. TENNEY 
MARGARET ROSE ThENEI,I. 
PAULA D. TREMPER 
USETrE MARIE TROMBLEY 
CHRISTINE LOUISE VON VELDT 
SUZANNAH 0. WALKER 
LOUISE VICK1E JO WEAVER 
PATRICIA LYNN WEAVER 
WADE JOSEPH WEBBER 
CAROIA ELFRIEDE WIUMANN 
DAVID NEIL WOBKER 
ROLANDO BAt TISTA YUMANG 
DALE USA IIERSHBERG 	 NANCY ANN MCPE&K 
SARAH ANN MCIN1YRE HESS 	 CARLA E. MilAN 
DONALD JOSEPH HOFFMAN 	 AMBER KATHERINE MURPHY 
ECCA  L. HOPKINS JAMES WESTON NETILES 
NIFER M. JOHNSON & LYNN WHITFIELI) OBERIANDER 
JUDITH MAUR1EN JOHNSON SUSAN ERICKSON OGREN 
JOSEPH ALLEN KELLER UV KRISTEN OSTNESS 
NANCY LYNN KING LY IIOANG-MY PHAN 
KIMBERLY DIANE KINZER FIORE NLCOLk PIGNATARO 
KIRK K. KNESTIS JOAN RACHEL PURDY 
CALVIN PETER LkMPE GERHARDT AUGUST QUAST 
UNDA TANNER LAPONTE PATRICK JOHN REGNART 
TANYA KATHLEEN LEAVITT DONALD GURNEY RIGLER 
JAMES BLAKE LEBARON BETIY JO SCHIESSER 
DIANNE ELIZABETH LUN1)BERG BARBARA A. SEABURG 
MARGARET ROBSON MAHONEY STACEY LYNN SHAW 
MARIA ISABEL MARTINE7 NANCY ANN SHERRY 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL MCEVOY JAMES FRITS SIMMONS 
NANCY LYNN MCHENRY 
Machr ofArts in Education 
SUSAN FATE BANNAN 
AMOSALIE ROCKWOOD BEAN 
;BECCA ELLEN BROWN-NIENOW 
CHRISTINE LEE CIAUSEN 
CHRISTOPHER LEO CLEMENTS 
STEPHEN RICHARD GARRA11 
MARY JO CATHERINE LAKE 
MARY ALICE LUDWIG 
JOHN E. MCHENRY 
MELINDA MARY MULVANEY 
MINDY BIAISE OCHSNER 
JACQUELYN N. PRENTICE 
ANTHONY LLOYD SMITH 
JEANNE SOULIER 
MARYALYCE C. STAMATIOU 
SHERRY ANNE WEDDELL 
Master ofArts in Psychology 
MARK DAVID ADAMS 
KEVIN DOUGLAS BROWNLEE 
JOHN J. BRUELS 
BETH L. HEALY 
RIKA KAK1GI 
JILLIAN TAMAKA KANE 
MARCIA RAY KLNG 
CAROL RU KIRK 
DONALD ALAN KUCH 
DONNA EILEEN LUND 
SUSAN ELIZABETH CAIN MYSKO 
KATHLEEN MARiE PAPE 
JANE WEBSTER POWER 
KIM LOUiSE POWERS 
ALEXIS ANTHONY KEYES 
SARAH LYNN SALTER 
SYDNEY JANE SINGLETARY 
JANICE MARIE STOREY 
DEBBY LEE VAN DER HEIDEN 
DEBORAH JEANNE WENNEMAN 
SUSAN PATRICIA WILLIAMS 
PEGGY A. WtJEST 
S 
	 Master ofArts in Rehabilitation Counseling 
JOSEPH EDWARD MILITELLO 
7 
Master of Business Administration 
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KRIS L. AAMOT STACEY LYNN GIFFIN SUZANNE H. LEE-PANG 
WILLIAM MARK ACHESON PAIGE ANGELINE GORDON orro LERMO 
IWAN KUSUMA ADIWIDJAJA ALAN HOWARD GOREE VINCENT PATRICK LESTER 
STEVEN MARTIN AKRE FRANK JAMES GORMAN JANET L. LEVIES 
MARLENE B. ANDERSON BETSY LEE GREEN KATHRYN ELIZABETH LEWIS 
SELENA MARIE ANDREOTLI LLOYD JAMES GUTHRLE DAVID JAMES I.INNENKAMP 
BRYON LEE ANGVALL KRIS LINN HACKELMAN MELISSA A. LLOYD 
PAUL MATTHEW ARENDS MICHAEL CURTIS HAGGERfl' LANCE L0RENZ 
ROBERT A. ARMSTRONG PAUL HAROLD HALSTEAD BRIAN DOUGLAS LUND 
JON MIChAEL BAARS JAY CHARLES HAMILTON JOHN PAUL MADDEI.A 
JEFFREY MARTIN BACIIMAN TRACY EARL HANLEY P0LATHEP MAIIATTANAKUL 
WALLA SIMS BARKER JOHN NIELAN IIARTQIJIST JR. JUDITH T. MALENG 
JOHN LOUIS BASACCFII SCOTT RI'HAN HAYNE MOLLY ERIN MCCABE 
ROBERT J. BATES DEREK FRANKLIN HAYNES ROBERT ROY MCDONALD 
SARAH MARIE BEE SCOTT ALLEN HAYNES CARlA SLE MCGARVIE 
CAROL M. BERGER RALPH PETER HEINZE MICHAEL ThOMAS MCGREE 
JENNIFER CARTER BERGQUIST MARY KATHERINE HELMS TIMOTHY PATRICK MCMONIGLE 
MICHAEL LOREN BLADOW ROGER ALLAN HENDRIX SR. ELIZABETH SUZANNE MENCARELLI 
MATTHEW DWAYNE BLONDIN JANE LIU IIESMONDHAI.GII PAUL FRANCES MERTENS 
AMANI KHALED BOU.RESLI JAMES CONRAD HICKS ROBERT ALAN MICHAEL 
TIMOTHY JAY BRILLON HAN JACKIE HO BARBARA ALSTON MILLER 
LYNN KEIKO BRONAUGH JOSEPH DELANEY HOLMES III SUSAN ANN MILLER 
BRADLEY M. BROWN WILLIAM LEE HUE DAVID JOHN MINIKEN 
KELLY JOYCE BRuCE MARIA AUGUSTINA HUTANI JULIE DIANE MISSAL 
LEO E. BUNDICK JUNKO 1MM MARTIN PETER MOORE 
AARON PATCH BURKS ANTHONY ANGELO INGALLINESI ROBIN KELlY MOORE 
WILLIAM BLACKBURN CAHILL TADASHI ISHIDA JULIA K. MORRIS 
DANA CHRISTINE CAMPBELL CRAIG J. IVES SHARLA JANE MURALT 
SHERRY ANN CARBARY LEENA KM JACOILS COLLEEN G. MIiSKE 
BRUCE EDWARDS CECil ANIL K. JAMPALA ERNA ELIZABETH NAERT 
lONG SAN CHAN COURTNEY SMITH JELACO SUPUNNEE NANTIRUJ 
KAWAI ANITA CHAN ANTHONY MATTHEW JELIC CANH BUY NGUYEN 
TAWATCHAL CHEEVANON KIMBERLY ANN JENKINS EILEEN K. NIST 
JILL LESLIE CHEEVER PAUL E. JENNERJOHN BRADFORD ALLEN NP/EN 
DIANA ChIN KARLIN LENA JOHNSEN KENNETH JAMES NOBLIT 
PATRICK D. CHIN DOUGLAS K JOHNSON JOHN ALBERT OTT 
SUI-SIN STEPHEN CHOI DEBRA MICHELLE JONES JEFFREY D. OWENS 
ANNA LISA CLAPS DOUGLAS ALLEN JONES CHRISTOPHER TERROLD PFARSON 
CLAIRE RAE COCKCROFT MINGHWA JOC LINDA M. PELOT 
NATACHUTA CORVANICH ARLANA KRISTEEN JUAREZ JOHN WALTER PETER 
PATRICK F. COSTELLO MALIA ELIZABETH KAISER DAVID EDWARD PHILLIPS 
MARK R. COTTLE CY YASUO KAWASAKI JOHN HUGH PHILLIPS 
GREGORY JACKSON COX LYLE H. KENDALL ANOMA PURANANDA 
BR1ANA KELLY CROSS BRIAN PAUL KENNON VERNE VERNELL REDMAN III 
ChERYL JEAN DARLING SCOTT DARREL KENOPS PAUL R. REED JR. 
CALISLE SIMPSON DEAN RONALD RAMSEY KENT JOSEPH EDWARD REGER 
STUART MICHAEL DENBY JON B. KIMMICH ROBERT KYLE REITINGER 
PETER THOMAS DO SHAWN DANIEL KIMSEY RUSSELL LEE RICHARDS 
LISA ANN EDWARDS KARL G. KOLB CORWIN HOWARD RICKABAUGH 
COREY ANDREW EGENF.S BRIAN DAVID KRUSE RONALD W. RICKETT 
DAVID B. EICKERMAN MICHAEL STUART KUCHA BARBARA SIIERRILLE RITLAND 
SCOTT DELBERT ELLIOTT JEETOW THOMAS KUH DAVID BRYAN RITTER 
JAMES LENFORD FASANO ANN IL KURZ ALAN MELT/IN RODRIGUES 
JOSEPH MICHAEL FLETCHER CARLOS ANTONIO LACAYO JON LELAND RONHAAR 
SCOTT WILHELM FORELUND JOHN ThOMAS LAFFEY WENDY JAY RUSSELL 
DAWN S. FOSTER LLOYD THOMAS IAIGO JON DOUGLAS SAGER 
JEFFREY ERNEST FOSTER KIMBERLY JO LATHAM MITHRA M.K.V. SANKRITHI 
TERRY NOBLE FOSTER WILLIAM JOSEPH LAUBY TERESA L. SANTOS 
GEORGE BOTOND GABOR MIChAEL PATRICK LAURIE JEFFERY DAVID SATHER 
8 
. 
TONI LISA SCOTF 
DESIREE ARDON SERR 
BRADLEY THOMAS SHERMAN 
11AM M. SHORTEN 
EVE MARK SILVERBERG 
D. PAGE SNIDER 
KARAN KUMAR SOI 
KENNETH GEORGE SPENCER 
PAUL ANGELO SPINAZZE 
MICHAEL ANDREW STAPLETON 
EARIINE JEAN STARLING 
EDWARD PAUL STEENMAN 
BRADLEY ALLEN STYNER 
SUEBWONG SUKAMONGKOL 
PATRICK SUWARSA 
CARl AUGUST SVENSON  
MIEN TM 
EVA TANURI 
CLINE TARRAN 
MARK IVAN TATMAN 
JOHN C. TEIGEN 
THEERA THEERAKULCHAI 
KATHERINE N. THOMPSON 
SATOKO THOMPSON 
CHARLES SHEN-HSIN TIEN 
YOLANDA MERCADO TOBIASEN 
HEIDI RENE TOMURO 
CHRIS11NE ANN TREMBLAY 
SYLVIA PU1-TAJ( TSANG 
HUI-WEN TSENG 
CRAIG ALAN UNGERECHT 
THOMAS EARL VAN DUZER 
CHRISTINE NIKITAS VOIGlOIKI I 
KEVIN D. WAG(;O\ER 
TODD ALAN WALLEN 
GILBERT K. WAN 
DALE LYNN WATANABE 
ROSS SARGESANT WEST 
ALAN COOMBS WHITEHOUSE JR. 
LYNN DEE WILSON 
HELENE JANE WISE 
MARSHALL WILLIAM wi'rr 
RICHARD JAMES WOODARD 
RANDALL ARTIIIJR WORSECH 
MICHAEL H. YEE 
KEVIN TAYLOR YOKOYAMA 
ELLEN HIROKO YOSHIZAWA 
Master of Counseling 
RUTH DYER BARKER CAROL LEE HINDS LORI ANN MILLER 
NANCY D. BENNETI L. JEAN HOPPER ELIZABETH MOULTON MILO 
GARY WAYNE ENNS SCOTT DAVID JONES MARCEY ADELE PORTER 
JOAN M. FILE KATHLYNN SUZANNE KENYON ViCTORIA LEE RUSCIGNO 
BARRETT FLESH DANIEL MARTIN KNOEPFLER BEVERLY JEAN SEARS 
THRYN REYNOLI)S FORTUNE DEBORAH J. KRAFI' MARIANA MATIICE SINTAY 
UISE T. HARRIS MARY LEE MCELROY ANTHONY FRANCIS SWAN 
Master of Divinity 
ANN PIERSON LUXENS 
Master of Education 
PEGGY JO AMAN 
MARK L. ANDERSON 
ELAINE SPENCER BABCOCK 
BONNiE MAE BAILEY 
BRENDA KAY BAIUIE 
ANNEJ. BECKER 
BRIDGET ELAINE BESAW 
TRACEY ANN BRESLICH 
&RDON WESLEY BROCKMAN Y LORRAINE BROWN 
VIRGINIA COMPTON BURGER 
CAROLYN ANN BURR 
LANA W. BUSHMAN  
KATHLEEN E. CARROLL-MMIAN 
ELIZABETH SUSAN CLARK 
PETER F. MCINTYRE COLE 
MICHAEL SCOTT CROSSES 
CARLA K. ERICKSON 
TERESA SIOBHAN FOGARTY 
LYNN ANN FRITZLER 
KAREN LEMOINE GORMLEY 
SUSAN BRUNJES HARtS 
TRIC1A ANNE HART 
STEVE KIM HATLEY # 
JENNIFER MCNEILL HECK 
DENEEN DEIITE HICKS 
MARGOT KRiSTIN HIGHTOWER 
LINDA A. HOPPE 
LYNNE SUZANNE HOSSFELD 
SHARI LYNN KRUGLER 
DEBBIE J. LANZAFAME 
STEVEN PATRICK LEE 
PATRICIA BERNADETFE LONG 
JOYCE ANN MADISON 
ROBERT W. MARKS 
DETFA LYNN MARVICH # 
JAMES EDWARD MATfIIEWS 
SARAH SUSAN MARY MCDONALD 
CONNIE S. MONTGOMERY 
# Also recewing an educational specialist degree 
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BILQUIS AMIRAIJ ESMAIL 
MICHAEL THOMAS FAHEY 
NAOMI D. FOLLANSBEE 
CHERYL M. FRASER 
ANASTASIA SALVADORA FRENCH 
JUDITH A. HUBBARD 
MACK HUNTER 
TANYA RENEE JIMALE 
JAMES J. JOHNSON 
APARNA S. KU RI. 
COLLEEN ANN ADAMS 
JAMES 0 NEAL ADAMS 
ABDUHA MOHAMED AL-HOOTI 
AHMED A. AL-KUWARI 
IRN FLORESCA BATARA 
ZACHARY KEVIN BRUCE SR. 
STEVEN CRAIG CHITFENDEN 
SUSAN ELIZABETH COCHRAN 
MARTHA DENISE DAVIS-ROBINS 
KAREN HAMMERQUIST DAWSON 
MANUEL HILOTINA DIVINA 
MEENA MARIE MYKRIS 
JACQUELINE GAIL OBANNON 
YA-LIANG MARIA PENG 
CAROLINE M. PETERSON 
ROBERTJ. PLASH 
SUSAN ANN RUSCH-BARSETI 
YVONNE 0. SANCHEZ 
ALICIA KAY SIATER 
LISA K. STEADMON 
MICHAEL REYNOLDS STONE is 
NAN! CHRISTINE MORGAN 
CLARENCE E. OKESON 
RUTH ANN PAINE 
DEMETRA P. PAPASTRAT 
JANE ELIZABETH PARTRIDGE 
EDWARD STEPHEN PAU TIER 
NANE1Th TERESSA PERRY 
ROBERTA LYNN PERRY 
DENISE ANGELA PHILLIPS 
WENDY W. PICKERING 
JOHN J. PINSKER 
JIDITH ANN POTFER 
THOMAS DAVID PRIMAVERA 
MARIANNE FRANCIS SCURLOCK 
BETH A. SIEMON 
MICHAEL JAMES SIPTROTh 
BARBARA ELLEN SIVERISEN 
KEVIN ROBERT SMITH 
KATHLEEN MARIE STENSLAND 
ALFREDA MICHELLE STEPHENS 
BRENDA JOAN STRA'rrON 
KIMBERLY KAY TAYLOR 
MONICA HELEN THOMPSON 
JESSICA ANN THONN 
VERA FILl TOG! 
KEVIN MATFHEW TRACY # 
CHERYL LYN TOENYAN 
ELIZABETH ELLEN WALLEN 
MARCIA SLErrEBAK WOODS 
CYNTHIA OflO ZECH 
Master of Ministry 
MARY CATIIERINE CUDNIK 	 BETFY HARDY HERCHER 	 VERONICA PULEO SCHROEDER 
M. ANN FLEMING 	 JIM M. HERCHER 	 E. ANN SECKINGER 
JOANNE MARY GARDNER 	 SHARON BELL MOORE 	 MARY DUNCAN WORTHINGTON 
KAREN SUE GIFFIN 	 SR. ANN P. POHLMAN 
Master of Pastoral Ministry 
	
0 
BARBARA SUE ESUOM 	 ELIZABETH ANN HILL 	 TIMOTHY CHRISTOPHER SPENGLER 
JUDITH R. FISCHER 	 SHEILA MARIE MOUSEL 	 CHERYL ANN STENSETH 
JANE KAZMIER FLEMING 	 LUIGI A. PECORARO 	 MARGARET JEAN TUFFEY 
DONNA LEE GRUBBS 	 RICHARD L. SHIVELY 
Master of Public Administration 
10 	 # Also recelinR an e(/ucationaI .7eciakct kree 
CATHERINE MARY BADER 
ROY D. BARNETF 
KEN S. BECKER 
DARRELL LEROY BLEGEN 
0  AWRENCE EDWARD BURNS IGYIJAY SINGH CHAUHAN 
LINNEA ELAINE COOKSON 
LELkND TFJ)DY CRANE Ill 
CORY VERL CRESAP 
THOMAS STEPHEN DODGSON 
NICHOLAS JAMES GEORGE 
ERIC ALFRED HERRMANN 
ROBERT JOSEPH JASPER 
DAVID BRUCE KOHRN 
KEMP N. LEETSCH 
SCOTT ALAN LOVE 
R. COLIN MILLER 
JOSEPH BRIAN MOORE 
KATRINA MARIE MORRISON 
ROBERT STARR MORRISON JR. 
MARX ANDREW PALMER 
MATFHEW MALCOLM PENNING 
TARIQ RASHEED RATHORE 
DANIEL BRUCE ROSENTHAL 
CARL DAVID SCHEURMAN 
RICHARD ARVEL STEVENS 
ROBERT BRADLEY STOWELL 
ELICIA DAWN SYSON 
JAMES NORMAN TINKLE 
STEPHEN ROBERT TOCKEY 
DANIEL RAY WATSON 
DAVID PETER WEIDNER 
Master of Religious Education 
JAN MARY BARNETI 	 DIANE ODEGARD GOCKEL 	 KEVIN A. STREET 
WEST PAUl. COSGROVE 
	
KATHLEEN BRIDGID IUESEL-NIELI) 
. 
Master ofScience in Finance 
EDWARD CARTER CARR 
	
ERIC JOHN MOHR 
	
YONGSHLK PARK 
DAVID NICHOLAS FASSIO 
	
RENIE ANN O'WADE 
	
DENISE MARIE WAYLAND 
SCOTT H. MATTHEWS 
Master of Software Engineering 
Master of Theological Studies 
JOSEPHINE ARCFIULETA 
	
JAMES HUTCHINSON HANEY 
	
R. MICHAEL O'CONNOR 
CATHERINE BERNICE BAXTER 
	
MARCIA COLLEEN MATFHAEI 
	
HERMAN H. PLOU 
MARILYN ELAINE BOYD 
	
JEANFXFE MARIE MURPHY 
	
EUGENIA MARY ROBINSON 
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College ofArts 
and Sciences 
Joseph Gower, PhD, Diafi 
Richard P. Hickey Award 
Recipient: Joshua Davis Petersen 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's total contribution to 
academic life and is made by the department chairs and program 
directors of the college. The award honors the memory of Dr. 
Richard P. 1-lickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected 0 teacher at the university from 1947 until his death in 1968. 
Bachelor ofArts 
JOEY P. SORIANO ACFALLE MICHELLE LORRAYNE CARSTENS ROBERT MCGREGOR DORGAN 
THOMAS JOHN ACKER magna cum laide JOANNE MARGARET DORSEY s 
HEATHER KRISTINE ADIUNS KEVIN PATRICK CASSIDY CORY ALLEN DRAZKOWSKI * 
JENNIFER STEPHANIE ADIUSSON ROBERT lANE CHANDLER KIMBERLY JEAN DIIFFY 
TIMOTHY JOHN ALBERT STEPHEN CHARLES CHRISTOPIIERSON REBECCA ANN DUPRE * 
ELI7ABETH LIII ALEXANDER LISA SYLVIA CLARFELI) ROSE MARIE SCI-ILEGEL EARHART 
CAROLYN KAY AMICK ALAN DANIEL CLARK * JENNIFER C. ECKSTROM 
STEVEN JOHN ANDERSON ELIZABETH SATI'LER CLEMENT CUPfl laudt? 
MARY ELIZABETH ANTHONY * IAN DOUGLAS CLIJNIES-ROSS REBECCA UN ERLIN 
SUSAN KATHLEEN ANTHONY * JEANNE SUSANNA COEUILLE cum laude 
HEATHER ELIZABETH BALDWIN-MCCURDY BILL G. COLELLO * CARl. WAYNE ERVIN * 
JUUE LYNN BALOGH DEBORAH CLARK COMPTON * BRIDGET MARY ESSER 
MARILEE RACHEL BANZ HESTER COMSTOCK * ADELIA FALDA 
cum laude JOSEPH CHARLES CONNELLEY * cum laude 
LEIGH KARA BARER MICHAEL PATRICK CONNORS NATALIE SUE FARMER 
JACQUELINE BLANCHE BARKER MiKE DONALD COOK KEVIN WAYNE FENSTER 
JOSHUA AARON BATES LORNA MORTINA COOPER magna cum laude 
WENDY NICOLE BOWERS KAREN THERESA COSTANTI MARY K. FERNSLER 
MAX DANIEL BOWMAN CAROLYN JENNIFER CRAIG * DAML&N MATHEW FIALDINI 
ROBERT R. BOX FRANCES T. CROMWELL * DAVID MICHAEL FLAHERTY 
BEN HARLAN BOYD PATRICK GREGOR CRom' MARTHA CATHERINE FLOR # 
JOHN DAVID BOYI.E CUM lau(k CASSANDRA DIONE MARIE FOWLER 
DOUGLAS DONALD BRENNAN JANET LYNN CRUNK]LTON-SCOTF * magna cum laude 
WENDY RUTH BRIGGS-McMILLAN MAYA DANFORTH SHF.LLY L. FUKUSHIMA 
JOHN PHILIP BRIGHAM Ill CUrn laude MARVEL E. GALVIN 
MICHAEL STEEN BRI1TANY * NINA MARIE DAVIS cum laude 
MATTHEW J. BROOKHART JANET DECORIOLIS * LOUANN R. GARCEAU 
magna cum laUde ROBERT TIMOTHY DELANEY * cum laude 
KATHRYN DAWN BRUGMAN * NANCY LEE DENMAN MICHAEL WAYNE GILLMAN 
CARRIE ELIZABETH BRUMBAUGH JEFFREY MICHAEL DENNEY cum 1aud' 
EMILY ELIZABETH BUCK # ESTELA MARIE TORRONTEGUI DEGRACLA ANNA GOTHARD 
summa cum laude cum laude CLAUDETI'E CECILE GRANMIAN 
PATRICK MICHAEL BUCKLEY TROY ALAS DEPUYDT magna cum laude 
summa CUffi 1€JUd€ JUDY LYNN DEVAUL PEGGY GRAY * 
PATRICIA JUNE CALDER cum laude MARK T. GRIMM 
ROBERT JAMES CALLERO JENNIFER LOUISE DICKMANN cum 1iud' 
TIMOTHY JOHN CAMERON ,74na cum laude RAMONA GRACE GCENTZEL 
magna cum kUIk MEGAN LYNN DIEFENBACH igna cum laude 
WENDY LEE CAMPBELL NATHAN E. DOLEJSI KIMBERLY ANN HAAS 
MICHAEL PATRICK CARRIVEALT SHELLEY ANN DOOLEY KAZUMI HADA * 
12 	 # Two baccalaureate degrees awarded 
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CARRIE LYNN HALEY * DANIEL ALEXANDER KOPITZKE JANICE CAROL NOBLE 
CIIER1I DIANE HAMACK magna cum laude magna cum laude 
?nagna curn lasjde MICHAEL EUGENE KORD KEVIN RICHARD O'CONNELL 
AMHAEL EDWARD HARBESON MELISSA CARLTON KRUEGER KYOKO ONO * 
RUTh HARKEY SANDRA ANN LAHN REX P. OVENA * 
JULIE RAY HECKMAN NEIL GRAY LLNDAAS * DANA J. O'LEARY 
CARL WILLIAM HEDREEN JENNIFER S. LANE cum laude 
inagna cum 1t'iU(k JANE SUNDQIIIST LANIER LAIJRELEI FRANCINA PAPAJANI * 
SUE HEIGES THERESA LOU1SE-MARIE LAPORTE VICTORiA K. PARK 
LORENCE J. HEIKELL magna cum laude MICHAEL ANTHONY PARKER # 
KRISTANNE ALYCE IIEJNUL ANTHONY THOMAS LIEGGI * BEVERLY JEAN PEARL 
CATHERINE A. HENDRICKS ANGELA L. LICASTRO am làude 
PHILLIP JOHN HERBST SIGFRIEI) ADOLF LINK JR. JOLIE MARIE PENRY 
YUMIKO HIROSE * ANNE-LOUISE LORENTZ 'ig'' cum laude 
CINNAMON HOFFMAN * MICHaE RENE LOWE * JOSHUA DAVID PETERSEN # 
JENNIFER A. HOKANSON KELLY REYNOLDS LUDWIG magna cum laude 
cum Lude JANE1TE PATRICE LUITGAARDEN TIMOTHY SEAN PEYON # 
PATRICIA CONSTANCE HOLLAND CHRISTINA LYN MAGNUSEN "" cum laude 
JANICE MAUREEN HOLT KATHERINE ANNE MAGNUSON THE PHAM 
cum laude cum laude SHANNON MEREDITh PRINGLE # 
SHEIlA MARIE HOLTER EDDIE M. MAHONEY WINDY SAKURA PROCTOR 
magna cum laude HEAThER LYNN MALONEY DAVID MICHAEL REYES 
JOHN CEDRIC HOWARD cum laud.e KRLS CHARLES REZAC 
ALISON ELIZABETH HOWREY DAYNA SANAE MALTBY SUSAN MARIE RIIOMBERG 
KIMBERLY MARIE HUBBELL JOSEPH R. MANNING JR. ESTHER DAWN RICH 
RENEE DELEON HUMPHREY * cum laudC LYNNE MARIE ROACH 
SHARI LYNN HUNTINGTON NATIVIDAD S. MAPANOO # RENEE A. ROBERTS 
magna cum laude NORAH DORENE MCCABE # magna cum laude 
AjftIR1LO , V. ILAR, JR. ' KATHLEEN O'BRIEN MCCORMACK DAVID VINCENT ROGERS 
NDO ELIX JACKSON MICHELLE MEIISA MCDANIEL KATHRYN D. ROGERS 
JENNIFER HILARY JAEGER * PAMELA ANNE MCDANIEL cum laude 
PATRICK LUMUMBA JAIKA USA MARIA MCGUIRE PAMELA ANN ROGERS 
MERRITT MICHELLE JENSEN MICHELLE ANN MCLAUGHLIN cum lauik 
?nagna cum laude KEVIN MATfHEW MCRAE LAURIE KRISTINE ROSHAK 
CLARK WHITNEY JOHNSON TEREENCE J. MENAGE ANGELA CHRISTINE ROSSANA 
JONATHAN CRAIG JOHNSON MELISSA MON1QUE MILLER MARY RITA ROUX 
LANA ELIE JOSEPH * MELISSA PAIGE MILLER DEBORAH A. SCAlES 
FARNOUSH ILYADRANI KADKIIODAEI * MICHELLE SOLIS MIRANO KAREN MARIE SCIIMITr 
GENA MARIE KAHN * ERICH WALTER MOHR ELENOR KATHLEEN SCHOEN 
MICHAEL ANTHONY KANE MICHELLE LEE MOLE summa cum laude 
ANIL CHET KARAMSINGH RONALD O'NEIL MOON HEIDI LOUISE SCHRADER * 
MINAXO KAWASE DEBBY ANNE MOORE MICHAEL SCOTF SCHRUM 
JULIE ANNE RAYS cum laude STEPHANIE MARIE SEllER 
DAWN GENELLE KEENE MARTHA ANN MOORE TIFFANY BROOK SEMPLE 
magna cum laude SARA KATHLEEN MOORE * MOHSEN K. SHOJAEI * 
JEFFREY B. KELLY JOHN PATRICK MULLIGAN # ALEX VINCENT SHUMWAY * 
MELISSA JANE KELLY BRIAN JAMES MURPHY KAAREN ALETHEA SIL)OINE 
MICHAEL SEAN KELLY PETER J. MYERS C'U?fl kiude 
PATRICIA MARIE KENDALL TRACY JOY NAGAMINE SAM NATHANIEL SIMMONS * 
JENNIFER LOUISE KENNEDY cum laude SISOUVANH SISAVATDY 
JENNIFER LEE KEYES STACEY LOU NELSON scorr JASON SLOAN 
ROXANNA KHOLGIII HIEP N. NGUYEN CAROLINE J. SMETANA II 
KIRSTEN CAROL KIIDIJFF IL MARY JEAN NICHOLLS u•lgfla cum laude 
JAMES PAUL KINCH CUffi laude IARA ANN SMITH 
%It\ ANNETFE KING * LINDA DIANE NICHOLS MELINDA ANN SOUZA 
ARRY GEORGE KNAUSS KELLY GALE NICHOLSON GINA MARIE SPADONI 
cum laude BRYAN CARL NIESE * MARY JANE SPARLING 
TAMMY KAY KNUTSON LYNN MARIE NOAH summa cum laude 
# Two baccalaureate degrees azcarded *par&jpatjng 
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HOLLY ANN SPOTI'S SEAN DOUGlAS THURLOW JOAN M. WHITE 
MARGARET A. STAFFORD PATRICE LOUISE TOLSON summa cum laude 
DAVID K. STARI(OVICH STEVEN MARTIN TOMICH MICHAEL LORENZO WHITEHFAI) 
SHANIN MARIE STENNES * TERI LYN TRUPPNER KATHRYN JO WEIDF.NMAN * 
LAURA ANN STEPHENS magna cum laude LILLIAN DARLENE WILKS 
CAROL ANNE STEVENSON CURTIS 0. TUCKER CRISTINA MELINDA WILLARD 
summa cum laude MARK G. VARELA Will LORRAINE WILLIS 
MICHAEL BRYAN STOUT MICHELE MARIE VARNESS LAURA ANNE WINGET 
summa cum laude scorr RYAN VEDEROFF magna cum laude 
DELORES A. STREETER MIGUEL ANGEL VELASQUEZ * ANNA KRIShNA DELIGHT WINQUIST 
RONALD JACOB SUDDERTH MArTHEW RICHARD VILLIO1T BRENDAN JOHN WIRES 
MAXO SUZUKI MARTHA L. VOORHEES BONNIE MARIE WOLF 
WILLIAM INMAN SWAN JULIE ANN WALDOCK KEViN GERARD WOLF 
KENT JOSEPH SWEENEY THERESA FRANCENE WATSON * ERIC SEAN WONG 
MARY BETH SZYMANSKI MARCUS S. WELCH LI-LIN WU 
JOANNE MARY TAFT JOHN ANDREW WELK YIJKO YANAI * 
magna cum laude SUSAN ROONEY WELLMAN JENNIFER DOROTHY YOUNG 
JOAN E. TAKASUGI MARGARET JEANNE WELSH * LAURA LYNN ZAHN 
MARIKO TAMADA JENNIFER KAY WHITE MARIELLA ZAMMIT 
KERI RAE THOMPSON cum laude ROSE A. ZBIEGIEN 
cum laude 
Bachelor of Criminaijustice 
E 
MICHAEL GEORGE BARKET 
	
ROSHAWNA DANEANE FUDGE 
	
MICHELE M. MART! * 
SELENE MAUDE BLOM # 
	 cum laude 	 WILLIAM MATTHEW MURPhY 
TRACY SUE BRANDT 
	
PATRICIA ANN FUENTES 
	
BARCLAY KEITH PIERSON 
NANCY LEE BUCK 
	
PAUL F. GAIGE 
	
CASTROMO LAMOND PRFSTON, JR. 
ChRISTINE LYNNE CARROZZO 
	 cum laude 	 SHANA PAULINE SIGURDSON * 
magna cum laude 	 KELLI JO HARDSAND * 	 DONALD EDWARD STOVER, SR. * 
DAREN MAURICE COTE 
	
BLYIHE ROBERT HIRST 
	
THOMAS EAMON SULLIVAN 
CHE CARLYLE DAWSON 
	
JULIE ANNA HOLMES * 	 USA VALENTINE TAYLOR 
DAVID EVAN EVANS 
	
MICHELLE IIAUNANI KAEA 	 SARA KATHERINE WAUL 
STEPHEN WILLIAM FJNA 
	
ERIC JON KIRSCHENMAN 	 ROBERT DAVID WILLIAMS 
cum laude 	 cum laude 	 magna cum laude 
CHERI ANN FLECK 
cum laude 
Bachelor ofPublic Administration 
I.OUIS STEVEN ALMONTE 	 CECILIA ANITA MCLAUGHLIN 	 TtYET THI TRI.ONG 
NICHOLE RUTH BROWN 	 KATHERINE I.OUISE OCALLAGHAN 
	
VICTORIA WEST 
AMY HUE CAO 	 THOMAS MICHAEL SATTERLEE # 
	
cum Iaude 
VICTORIA ANN KEOUGH 
	 PAUL BLAISE SCHEER 
PAUL RICHARD LACINE * 	 DONALD JULIUS TARKINGTON 
Bachelor ofScience 
ERIK LAWRENCE CUNHA * 
	
MARILYN ELIZABETH HENDERSON 
	 SUZANNE TERESA OWEN 
ANTHONY EDWARD HALL # 
	
TIMOTHY DALE MCCALLUM 
14 	 # 7iu baccti/aureale ik-Airees iwarded 	 *Par/ic,ixIing  in ceremony allhoui,'h de'ree requiremenis are fbi yel complete 
School of 
*Education 
. 
Margaret M. Haggerty, PhD, Dean 
St. Ignatius of Loyola Teacher Education Award 
Recipients: Nancy Ann Sherry 
Christopher Joel Drape 
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student(s) in 
the School of Education Teacher Education program. Selection is 
based on academic achievement, excellence in student teaching, 
evidence of commitment to teaching and evidence of leadership. 
Beginning fall 1990, the teacher education program in the 
School of Education was discontinued at the undergraduate level 
and replaced with the master's in teaching at the graduate level. 
Bachelor ofArts in Education 
JUDD ThOMAS MALCOLM 
15 
School of 
Nursing 
Janet N. Claypool, MIS, RNC, Interim Dean 
Sister Mary Ruth Niehoff Award 
Recipient: Tanya Spitzi" Ursin 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the 
School of Nursing. Selection is based upon the students 
academic achievement, excellence in nursing and participa-
tion in school and community activities. The award honors 
the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who was dean of the 
School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
Bathe/or ofScience in Nursing 
SHANNON ALLENA ALLEN JAMES ARTHUR HUNZIKER MARY ANN PALM 
KIRSTEN RAE ALTIG TROY ANTHONY HUTSON cum ltiutk 
MAJJEAJANI E.L. ANDUHA cum laude KRISTEN KAY PARMAN-BETHARD 
DARL4 IRENE BEEBE LAURIE RAE JOHNSON SUin,na cum laude 
REBECCA LYNN BERTHELOTE DEBORAH GAIL KENNEDY JANET ELIZABETH PETERSON 
DENISE BRADFORD cum laude IVAN NELSON PIERCE JR. 
CATHERINE JENNIFER BRYANT DAYNA LEE KENNISON STEPHANIE EILEEN RODGERS 
KIMBERLY SUE BRYANT MARY PATRICIA KESSELER KATHRYN MARIE ROE 
JEAN MARIE CL4RJ( LEA RENE KIRKMAN KATHLEEN ANNE SCHREIBER 
summa Curn laude WENDY SUZANNE KRAUSS magna cum laude 
CAROLYN LOUISE CUNE magna cum laude GWENDOLYN ANNE SHINE 
magna cum laude JANICE KAY L'AMIE CAROLINE J. SMETANA # 
MICHELLE MARIE COLLARD summa cum ((4u'Je magna cum laude 
CELESTINA MARIA CRUZ MARA ELIZABETH LANGKOW JEANNE GAIL STAGNER 
cum laude cum laude COLLEEN ALLISON STURGEON 
KELLIE SHANNON DOBLER LINDA MARIE LEE cum laude 
KAREN AVEIINA DODD * SUSAN GAYLE LEE RACHEL LEE TACUL4D 
RORBI ANN DORAN LIWEI LIU KONNI DALYN TAYLOR 
JONATHAN SCOTf EDWARDS AL&NNA DAWN LOEB SINIVA TOSI 
cum laude NATIVIDAD S. MAPANOO # TANYA "SPITZI' URSIN 
JO-ANN LUCILE GAZDIK MICHAEL JOHN MARA summa cum laude 
INGRII) GUNNESTAD SUSAN LYNN MARTIN 11FFANIE R. VAN EIMEREN 
CHRISTINA MIKA RAMADA HOLLY CARSON MASSIE SUSAN JANE WAGNER 
LORI JEANNE HIGA magna cum laude 1GM LEANNE WARREN 
DIANE HOFF NUAIA ANNE MCKEON RITA IRENE WILEY 
PAULETrE K. HOPKE KRISTEN KAY MOEHRING * JEANANNE PAULINE WILLARD 
cup,, laude DENISE MICHELLE NEMIA * MOLLY ANN WOLFE * 
16 	 # Two baccalaureate degrees awarded 	 mParticaling in ceremony although degree requirements are not vet co,nplete 
School of Science 
Ond Engineering 
. 
Kathleen Mailer, PhD, Dean 
Reverend Edmund B. McNulty, Si, Award 
Recipient: Rhonda Ann Knutson 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating engineering student, 
judged on the qualifications of scholarship, leadership, dedication 
and inspiration. The award honors the memory of Father Edmund 
McNulty, founding dean of the School of Science and Engineering. 
John S. Ju Award 
Recipient: Lisa Ann DeMeyer 
Awarded to the graduating science student who exudes the 
same profound joy and wonder at new ideas, curiosity to pursue 
the unknown, and ability to integrate and apply knowledge 
exhibited by John S. Ju of the class of 1987, whose enthusiasm for 
learning inspired his peers and teachers to use and appreciate 
their own intellectuaj talents. 
Bachelor ofArts 
TERRI JEAN BLACK 	 ROGERICK GARCIA FAUSTINO 	 YCKIKO NAKAJIMA 
JEFFREY GERALD DEMUTH 	 MICHAEL JOSEPH GALLAGHER * 	 KATE E. REYNOLDS 
JEANNINE KAY EDWARDS 	 AKIKO KAMEYAMA * 	 JONGH(JN SUNG 
MADYAN SALIM FADHIL 	 BRIDGET ERIN LAMMERS 
Bachelor ofScience 
MAN PUN P0 
Bachelor ofScience in Biology 
SHEILA ANNE BARBER MAHA JL'IIA DtBEE 	 TERESA MARIE JOHNSTON 
PATRICK DANIEL BLANK cum 1(Jude 	 NICOLE LYNNETFE MISCHEL PETTY 
magna curn laude FRANK FERRARI 	 cum laude 
PENG KHEANG CHANG INGE SRI MULJATI IlMiffi * 	 BRENDAN B. RAMEY 
MINERVA FORMOSO DELIQUJNA # BRECA CLAHE HORSTMAN 
	 MELISSA ANN SANDERS 
FIFATHER MARIE INGALLS 
	 ELIZABETH ANN SNELL 
ANI)REW GEORGE SZALAY, JR. * 
Bachelor ofScience in Chemistiy 
GENE F. THARALSON 	 KIMBALL JAMES WOELFEL 
umrna curn laude 
# Iwo /mCCUl(jtire(j/e degreav aoarcic'a' 	 *Partic ating 
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Bachelor ofScience in Civil Engineering 	
0 
IMELDA ADIIISAPUTRA 
MARX ERIC BOCK 
cum laude 
PATRICIA A. CARTER * 
JERROI) LYMAN DAVIS 
JOSEPH MAHMOUD DIBEE # 
JON CHRISTOPHER FORD 
summa cum laude 
WIlLIAM BRYAN GARRO11 
JEFFREY T. HAMLIN * 
MACIEJ JAN HAREZLAK 
STEPHEN JAMES HITCH 
GUNAWAN KANTONO 
CHRIS I(NORR KIRKENDALL 
cum laude 
CRAIG R. KOEGEL 
TODD HEITNER LLOYD 
RICHARD LONG * 
JOSEPH STEFFIN MATHIEU 
ALIREZA MOHAMMADI 
PARRY JOHN REXERS 
JULIA LYNN RICHART 
cum laude 
CARLOS KEYES RIVERA 
JULIA RUZON 
ABEL&RDO ROSALES SANTOS II # 
SCOTr BRIAN SOISETH 
cum laude 
KRIS EDWARD STOUT * 
FREDERICK EDWARD STRICK 
JEANNLTFE AUDREY TAYLOR 
SUSAN PATRICIA VENARD 
KYLE ANTHONY WONG 
Bachelor ofScience in Computer Science 
SHIRLEY YOUNG AU 
FRANCOISE PATRICIA BAUMGARTNER * 
KRISTOFER MICHAEL BOSL&ND # 
magna cum laude 
VI N. DANG * 
ANTHONY EDWARD HALL # 
CYNTHIA ANN HANSEN 
cum laude 
RICHARD BILL HARMON 
cum laude 
ALICE MARIE HORNER 
MICHAEL KAHLER # 
summa cum laude 
SABRINA MUSTAFA Ki-IORMA 
DARRYL MASARU KIMURA 
PHILIPP-ENRIQUE TAN LIM # 
cum laude 
MARY MICHELLE LINVILLE 
magna cum laude 
SAMUEL SIU-CIIELJNG NC 
THOMAS VAN NGUYEN 
ATSUMI OBATA 
JAE K. PAR 
HUNG H.Q. TA 
cum laude 
I)AVID lEO YEE 
Bachelor ofScience in Diagnostic Ultrasound 
YOIANDA MARGARET BIGGERS 
cum laude 
JANICE M. BLOFELD 
cum laude 
RACHEL MARIE BOSSHARDT 
cum laude 
ROBERT DALE BRAMLET 
magna cum laude 
SANDRA ANN CLAEYS * 
KATHLEEN M. CLARK * 
MINERVA FORMOSO DELIQUINA # 
DAWN MELINDA DELLEY 
CINDY JO DILLON 
KENNETH WALDEMAR ENDTER 
MARIE CHRIS LUCERO GUMBOC COLLEEN CIARE MCDONALI) 
TERRI L. JARVI * MONICA IAINE PARKER 
MARY PAULA JASPER cum laude 
CHELS1E CHRISTINE JOHNSON GERALD BOLANO PATRICIO 
MARY FRANCES JORDAN JILL CORINNE PICKEN * 
cum laude CAROLYN E. RYGG 
DOROTA KACZOROWSKI * KARIN MARIE SMITH 
THOMAS STEPHEN KEENER * 	 # cum latuk 
FRANK JAMES KRAUSE * MURRIIJ. MICHAEL SZUCS Ill 
STEPHANIE KEHAUL4NI IAGUNDIMAO JEFFREY LAURENCE THIEL 
MICHELLE RENEE LF.SSARD ISABEL VELEZ * 
magna cum laude ERICH CHAON WYMAN * 
MAUREEN DE DIOS MAYA * AJAY PHILIP ZACHARIAH 
ANGEL& SUE MCcAI.I.UM * TODD ROBERT 7W1NK * 
is 	 # ieo baccalaureate derees auardecl 'Participatin,ç in ceremonr allbou,i'h de'g;ee requirements are not ret complete 
Bachelor ofScience in Ekctrical Engineering 
OSAMA OMER AL-DAFEA DAVID SABL4N DEJENAS 
OSAMA ARMED ALHOURI * CHRISTOPHER JON ERLI(SON 
ALEXANDER LkGARDE ARCEO cum laude 
BAKER DANIEL VINCENT GAISTAD V NORMAN IO P. BALDEVIA JR. cum laude 
cum laude THOMAS SLkDE GORTON 
AL! FARIIAAN BASIl cum laude 
LOURDES BLANCO JEFFREY MICHAEL HOLMES 
KRISTOFER MICHAEL BOSL&ND # ROBERT CARL HUNT JR. 
magna cum laude cum laude 
RONALD BlAIR CALKINS MICHAEL KAHLER # 
magna cum laude summa cum laude 
PETER VAN GAO KEITh T. LANE 
RANDY ARCHER CARAWAY SCOIT L1ANG 
CHARRY HON SAN CHAN * MICHAEL RICHARD LOWE 
CURTIS EDWARD CLUTE MICHAEL ISAO MARUYAMA 
TIMOTHY LORNE CONNERS JEFFREY C. MALJRER 
cum laude summa cum laude 
GLENN MICHAEL DEWYSOCKIE * SAMI EDMIJNI) MILLET * 
HOC THAI NGUYEN 
KEVIN HOANG NGUYEN * 
KIM THUY NGUYEN 
SAOEUM OEURN 
MENACA RANGAPPA * 
KEVIN MICHAEL REGIMBAL 
PAUL THOMAS ROOS 
BRADLEY JAY SNYDER 
ANDY SO 
NICKOLAUS I. TAVERNARAKIS 
MULJADI TEDJA 
BRIAN UEN IOU 
PETER MARIGLEA TRINIDAD # 
magna cum laude 
PAUL FREDRICK TROYAN * 
TERRAN C. VIGIL 
cum laude 
CHESTER GOODWIN WILSON 
SHUNFA D. YANG 
Bachelor ofScience in General Science 
MARK H. APRILL DAVID WARD JANEWAY MICHELLE ELIZABETH RITTER 
NANCY MARIE CLkRE magna cum laude JOSEPH ROMAIN 
magna cum laude THOMAS STEPHEN KEENER * 	 # BRIAN PATRICK WATKINS 
PAMELA MARIE CONNER YI-ML&O UN SUnPna cum laude 
JOSEPH MAHMOII) DIBEE F JAMES ERIC MALONEY * WALLACE WAE WONG 
DARWIN MENDEL ISABELO FAJARDO * DANIEL ANDRE MOTAIS DE NARBONNE cum kiuk 
DOMINIQUE HELENE FARIJ) * NICOLE LYNN PETERSON * HSIN-WEI YANG 
DEBORAH ANN HENSON JAMES ALTON RANI)LES STACY KENJI YOSHIKAWA 
Bachelor ofScience in Mathematics 
KRISTOFER MICHAEL BOSLANI) # 	 USA ANN DEMEYER 
magna cum laude 	 magna cum laude 
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Bachelor ofScience in Mechanical Engineering 
MARZOUQ ALl ALGHANIM * 
JOHN TILDEN ALLEN 
FAHAD ABDULkZIZ AL-RASHID * 
MARVIN JOSEPH BARESH * 
RICHARD RAI BATUNA * 
BRIAN PATRICK BERRYESSA 
DEBORAh ANN DESCOVICH 
LLOYD M. ESTEBAN 
JASON THOMAS GRIFFITH 
MARK LAWRENCE HENRY 
JONAS HINTON 
MARK ISOO ISHIDA 
cum laude 
LINDA L. JOHANNESSEN 
PHILIP GARY KARTES 
PATRICK ARTHUR KENNEDY 
cum laude 
JOHN GEORGE KLADOURIS 
summa cum laude 
RHONDA ANN KNUTSON 
ROBERT JAMES LARDY 
PETER BJARNE LEIKVOLL 
cum laude 
JOHN CHARLES LUOMA 
DAVID JAMES MARLEY 
DOUGLAS NEAL MORRISON 
KARL KOTF MOWAT * 
LELAND A. PERKINS 
BRIAN STEPHEN SCHUMACHER 
WILLIAM RICHARD STAGI 
JAMES JOSEPH STONER 
JAMES EDWARD SWANSON II 
ANTHONY MICHAEL TEO 
STEVEN WYNN THOMPSON * 
ROBERT ERROL vAWrER JR. 
. 
Bachelor ofScience in Medical Technology 
TOM LE NGUYEN 
	
DANA BURNESS WALKER 
Bachelor ofScience in Physics 	
0 
JEREMY LINN CORWIN 
	
KENNETH LEWIS HAMER # 
	
PETER MARIGIZA TRINIDAD # 
magna cum laude 	 cum laude 	 magna cum laude 
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Albers School 
Of Business and 
tionomics  
Jerry A. Viscione, PhD, Dean 
Paul A. Volpe Award 
Recipient: Eric John Tobiason 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Aihers 
School of Business and Economics. Selection is based on academic 
excellence and contributions to the school, the university and the 
community. The award is in memory of Paul A. Volpe, dean of the 
School of Business from its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
Bachelor ofArts in Business Administration 
GINA LOUSE ABADIA ANDREW JON DIXON SCOIF ARNOLD GRIFFITHS * 
NURULHUDA ABDUL KADIR ROBERT FRANK DIRAMIO GREGORY WILLIAM GRILL 
ZEINA FARHAT ABOIJAOUDE * SILVIA DJUNAIDI magna cam laude 
FAHAI) HUSSEIN AL-ATHEL MAR! A. DOR1NG JAMES D. HACKNEY 
WALEED SALEH AL-YAHYA MARK DOUGLAS DOWDY DANIEL PATRICK HAEGELE 
cam laude cum laude KRISTOPHER LANCE HAYNES 
LISA ANN ALLESON ERIN ELIZABETH DRECHSEL ANNE B. HEINRICHS 
ABDULMOHSIN AL-MISHAR! * PETER DAMIAN DUANE * STACY ANN HELGESON 
PARATE ATrAVIPACH ROY RICHARD DUENAS RIANTO HIDJAJA 
JIEH-LIN AW STEPHEN LAWRENCE DUFFIELD NAOHISA HIRAYAMA 
GARFT WENDY BAGSHAW SUSAN ANNE DUBOIS 
I 	
* CYNTHIA NGOC-BICH HOANG a N ANTHONY VICENTE BALOCA DWIWATI SANDY JUNE HOLLIB 
MICHAEL ANTHONY BANKS PHILLIP BURKLEY ELROD MING-TAN HSU 
LEE ALLEN BARRIER CRIST1INA M.C. ESTRADA cam laude 
JEAN BADUA BkSUEL MICHAEL JOSEPH FAHEY LEE ALAN HUMASON 
CYRIL JACQUES BERNARD MOHAMMAI) IBRAHIM FARAJ * cum Itiutfr 
ARCIIANA PERVAJE BHAT * KARISA MARIE FETCH SHANE ANTHONY INGRAM 
DARREN RYAN BLOCH magna cam laude SUNG-YAN GEORGE IP 
DEBORAH DIANE BLOMBERG MARGARET R. FLEENOR KANA IWASAKI 
MOHSEN BORHANI magna cum laude NICOLE MICHELLE JACKSON 
WARREN GERALD BOUSE WADE M. FONTENELLE cam laude 
UTE BRIGITTE BOWMAN cam laude PATRICK GERARD JACOBY * 
MARY C. BRANDENBURG CHALORNA AZUCENA FREITAS JOSE IGNACIO JIMINEZ 
MARK VINCENT BROGAN GARY MICHAEL FULLER SOESI JOE 
JOHN LANE CAMPBELL III * DARREN BOLANO FULLO cum IaE4de 
JOHN EDWARD CARROLL II sm laude ANGELA LOUISE JOHNSON 
CYNTHIA ELI7ABEFII CARTER WENDY RENEE GALl LOR! E. JOHNSON 
CARIN PAULINE CATAIANO cum laudC cum laude 
ROBERT KEONI CERBANA EK&NIRMA GANI VALERI DIANE JOHNSON 
cam laude LAWRENCE EDWIN GARUNGHOUSE JOHN DE JUNG 
DEBRA DENISE CIIAVARRIA KATHRYN ANN GEIVETT KARLA S. KELLY 
HUEI-CHUAN JENNIFER CItES ROBERT FREDERICK GUINTOLI cum laUde 
cam laude STACEY LYNN GIVENS STEVE ENGROM KELLY 
YAO CHUNG CHEN GREGORY PAUL GIZINSKI * MARC ANTHONY KERBIS 
SM ANGELA CHUNG * JOHN ALDEN GLEICH cam laud€ 
JAMES DANIEL COOPER SHAWN DOUGLAS GOOD MINERVA LOUISE KETCHUM 
magna cam laude USA ANN GORDON ANDREW KIM 0N FRANCIS COURMIER JENNIFER ANN GOSSETT TEDGENE R. KIM 
ROBERT PALMER COX p CYNTHIA LEE GRAMMER STEVEN THOMAS KLOSTERMAN 
JAMES SNYDER CUNNINGHAM * S'TEILA M. GRAN-O'DONNELL cam IUu€k 
ANTHONY FRANCIS DEBOLDT ROBERT D. GREVES REGINA A. KRAGER 
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ROSALIND JOAN SULLIVAN 
summa cum laude 
DAVID T. SUZUKI 
HEIDE ANNE TACHERON 
DOUGLAS S. TAKEUCHJ 
KAREN KAM-LING TANG 
cum &sude 
JAN TAUG 
GAIL M. TAYLOR 
GERALD DENNIS TAYLOR 
THERESA DIANE TAYLOR 
PETER N. THORSON 
PETER TJAHJADI 
ERIC JOHN TOBIASON 
summa cum laude 
EDSON Y. TOMA 
GEORGE RALLOS TORRALBA 
MARY H. TRACY 
RICHARD GLENN TRIPLETr 
cum laude 
I-YEN CANDY TSOU 
cum laude 
SUSAN MARY UTSCHINSKI * 
MARIANNE VANCE 
KELLY ANN VILLANUEVA 
GREGORY JOHN VREEBURG 
CHARLES ROBERTS WADLOW 
CRAIG J. WAFFLE 
GRETCHEN L. WAGNER 
CFIERIE LYNN WARREN 
cum laude 
WALTER E. WEAVER 
JENNIFER DAWN WELLS * 
CONSTANCE JOAN WIATRAK * 
HANNI WIBOWO 
EVAN KLJNG-HAN WONG 
cum laude 
KAREN A. WORLINE # 
STACEY ANNE WRIGHT 
CHANG-LIJEN WU 
MICHAEL MA1ThEW WYMAN 
cum kude 
MARIANI YAP 
PRESTLEY YAP 
SIC HUNG YEI]NG 
P1FER TADAO YOSHIMOTO 
TAXESHI YOSHIMURA 
DENNIS CHRISTOPHER ZOCO 
cum laude 
. 
JULEE MARLOLJ KUECKELHAN 
DAVID CHRISTOPHER LARSON * 
ROSA ELVIRA LARSON * 
USA YOIJNG-EA LEE 
JUVENAL AGUSTIN LEGASPI 
JON ROBERT LEIGH-KENDALL * 
LINI)A MARIA LIAW 
DAPHNE HELEN LICHTVERT 
UN LIN 
STEPHEN ERIC LIST 
CHARLES CHATHAN UYAB * 
DAVID LOUIS LOCI(HART 
SHANNON BRADLEY KAIANI LUKE 
HY THO LY 
SUYMENG LY 
BONNIE J. MACKENZIE 
PHUONG HOANG MM 
BRIAN WILLIAM MANNING 
SUEIANA MANSOR 
ERIC ThOMAS MARLEY 
ALISON MARSDEN 
JULIE LEE MARTINEZ * 
ROBERT STEPHENS MCALLISTER 
JOHN CIJLLY MCDONALD 
ALIX ROBERT MENDONCA 
GRETCHEN ELISE MILLER 
RUBEN SOLIS MIRANO 
GREGORY ALLEN MONTEMAYOR * 
MARC ALAN MORGAN 
cum laude 
JONATHAN R. MORRISON 
GINA MARIE MORTIMER * 
MAT11IEW A. MOSTAD 
MICHAEL KEVIN MULDERINK 
KANJAMAT S. MULLALLY 
JOLENE AXEMI NAKAMOTO 
cum laude 
AZYIA SEDGHI NASSAB 
IJN-WAH NGAN 
ALPHONSE K. NGUYEN * 
BAO KHANH NGUYEN * 
CORINNA LAN NGUYEN 
HANH THI NGUYEN 
KUNThEA NHEK 
PHILIP COLBERT UM NOCOM 
magna cum laude 
HOLLkCE ANN NORDAHL 
cum laude 
NAMIKO OKIrDA 
KEllY ODELL OLSON 
TRACY GENE OLSON 
cum kusde 
SUSAN LYNE1TE orro 
STEVEN AGUON PANGELINAN 
IAN scorr PARSONS 
JASON DOUGLAS PA11ERSON 
ANNEITE MARIE PERRAULT 
JOHN ERIK PHILP 
PAMELA K. PINEDA 
cum laude 
KIMBERLY ANN PONTIUS 
cum laude 
LAURA KAY PRINDLE 
JULIE KATE PROBALA 
FAROKH RAHMANI * 
BRYAN PHILLIP RANSFORD 
MARK IVAN REED 
magna cum ksude 
MICHAEL DEAN RIDGEWAY * 
SARA ANN ROBERTS 
cum laude 
TRACY LEE RUSSO 
magna cum laude 
LISBETH BOOKL&ND SAISBURG * 
SARITH SAM * 
PATRICIA K. SANDERSON * 
GARY BRIAN SCHAAB 
DEBBIE J. SCHINDLER 
MARK WILLIAM SCHLAG * 
TRACI RENEE SCHMIDT 
CHRISTOPHER TODD SCHULER 
cum laude 
LENORE SCOTF 
SALLY JO SEMLER * 
ROWENA M. SEVILLA-ALDANA * 
HAROLD DOUGLAS SEWARD 
cum laude 
SUN MAY SHEIN 
ANDREW ROBERT SHERRY 
DAVID SCEO SHIRAI 
TIMOTHY PATRICK SIEWERT 
CYNTHIA ANN SIMCHUK 
DAVID ERIC SIMMONS * 
GINDA D. SIREGAR 
DIERDRA YOSHIKO SMYfHE-THOMAS 
GHIM SOON SOil 
CINDY D. STAKER 
DANIEL P. STEVENS 
ELISA MICHELLE STICKLEY * 
JAI SIK SIJH * 
Bachelor ofArts in Economics 
JANETFE HOFMANN CALLERO 
	 JOSEPH DOMINIC HUEFFEI) # 
	 MEREDITH ANN MCROBERTS 
ANDREW MASON GILLASPIE 
	
cum kJu(k 	 STEVEN PAUL SNORSKY 
FEVILYN NISCO MARIANO 
	 LINDA TENNELL 
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ELISE CECILIA CARLIN * 
ERIE LAWRENCE CUNHA * 
ERIKA CHRISTINE DAWSON 
MARTHA CATHERINE FLOE # 
THOMAS GRAHAM 
.
KENNETH LEWIS HAMER II 
cum laude 
SCOTf HECKLER * 
PAUL RYAN HOCHANADEL 
magna cum laude 
JAESON ERICK ALBRITFON 
SELENE MAUDE BLOM # 
EMILY ELIZABETH BUCK # 
summa cum laude 
JOSEPI I I)OMI N IC lIt EFFF:t) # 
curn Iaudr 
SIEGFRIED ADOLF LINKE JR. 
NORAH DORENE MCCABE # 
ANNE MARIE MELGARD 
EDSEL BENITEZ MORALEJA 
JOHN PATRICK MIJWGAN # 
JENNIFER REBECCA OLSON 
MICHAEL ANTHONY PARKER # 
JOSHUA DAVID PETERSEN # 
magna cum laude 
TIMOTHY SEAN PEYTON # 
magna cum Iaude 
KIRSTEN CAROL KILDUFF # 
PIIILIPP ENRIQUE TAN LIM # 
cum laude 
SII\N\ON MEREDITII PRI\GLI: 41 
ANNE VICTORIA SARIS 
ABEIARDO ROSALES SANTOS II 41 
THOMAS MICHAEL SATFERLEE # 
TERESA L. SMITH 
MARK WILLIAM STANHOPE * 
ANDREW GEORGE SZALkY JR. * 41 
MELISSA MARIE WEST 
RONALD RICHARD WEST 
DARRIUS L&MONT WILIRICH 
cum laude 
KAREN A. WORLINE 41 
TOMOHARU YA7AWA 
Matteo Ricci 
*ollege 
Bernard M. Steckler, PhD, Dean 
Matteo Ricci College Award for Excellence 
RecipienLs: Emily Elizabeth Buck 
Joshua David Petersen 
Award to the student who most closely realizes the MaIIeo Ricci 
College ideal: one who marvels at the wealth of human experience, 
yet wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse explanations, yet 
demands critical reflection; acknowledges any truth, yet questions 
its value and relevance; series the human community, yet asks 
whether its values accord with the continuing revelation of the 
divine to humanity. 
Bachelor ofArts 
# llvo baccalaureate degrees awarded 	 *Participating  in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES 
The Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is a historically ordered, integrated study of the great 
thinkers of the Western world, designed to create and stimulate a broad appreciation and a critical awareness of human thought and achievement in 
the sociocultural context. After completing the Honors Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major. The 1993 degree candidates 
who completed the Honors Program are: 
Patrick Michael Buckley, Hester Comstock, Patrick Gregor Crony, Jennifer Louise Dickmann, Cassandra Dione Marie Fowler, 
Stacey Lynn Givens, Richard Bill Harmon, Jennifer A. Hokanson, Sheila Marie loIter, Shari Lynn Huntington, Merritt Michelle 
Jensen, Thomas Stephen Keener, Tracy Gene Olson, Jolie Marie Penry, Peter Marigiza Trinidad, Marcus S. Welch, Jennifer Kay 
White, Wallace Wayne Wong, Erich Chaon Wyman, Michael Matthew Wyman 
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Judith M. Runstad 
James D. Sinegal 
Cynthia P. Sonsielie 
William J. Sullivan, SJ 
L. John Topel, Si 
l)aniel C. Weber, SJ 
Ann Wyckoff 
. 
Thomas W. Roach 
Mary Ann Sauvage 
Michael J. Schreck 
Charles J. Schuler 
Boyd Sharp 
Colleen E. Stamper 
William J. Sullivan. Si 
Nick G. Tarlson 
Kip Toner 
Peter Truex 
John R. Walsh Jr. 
William Weisfield 
Michael Wilson 
Martha Wyckoff-Byme 
. 
(JT1I ie.'ersity Governance 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
S 
James C. Pigott, Chair Patrick Fahey 
Genevieve Albers Joseph Gaffney 
Emmett H. Carroll, Si John C. Getzelman 
John Clark, Si Leo J. Hindery Jr. 
John D. Durbin Rhoady Lee Jr. 
James D. Der John McMIilan 
John W. Ellis Robert D. O'Brien 
Peter B. Ely, SJ Lammert B. Otten, SJ 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
Frederic S. Weiss, Chair D. John Jolly 
Joseph K. Abel Kenyon P. Kellogg 
Thomas J. Bannan, Emeritus Colleen kinerk 
John A. Beyer Sr. James D. LaCour 
Paul Chiles Dorothy Lynch 
Margaret Chow Randy Massengale 
Dennis J. Colleran Gordon A. McHenry Jr. 
Theodore J. Collins Michael McHugh 
Joseph R. Curtis Dorene Mcligue 
Ralph M. Davis, Emeritus John A. Moga 
Michael E. Dennehy William G. Moran Sr. 
Anne Farrell Dan W. Murphy 
Virgil Fassio Stephen F. Norman 
Walter T. Hubbard Daniel C. Regis 
Pat lsaksen Charles E. Riley 
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION 
William J. Sullivan, Si. PhD, DD 
	 Denis S. Ransmeier, MBA 
Piik,zt 	 Vice President for Finance and 
Administration 
John D. Eshelman, PhD 
Provost 	 Henry F. Durand, PhD 
Vice President for Student Development 
Edward J. Jennerich, PhD 
Associate Provost for Academic 	 Linda N. Hanson, BA 
Administration and Dean. 
	 Vice President for University Relations 
Graduate School 
Tullisse A. Murdoek, PhD 
	
Joseph F. Gower, PhD 
Associate Provost for Programs 
	
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
and Planning 
Jeremy Stringer, PhD 
	
Margaret M. llaggertv. PhD 
Associate Provost 
	
Dean, School of Education 
Janet M. Clavpool, MN, RNC 
interim Dean, School of Nursing 
Kathleen Mailer, PhD 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering 
Jerry A. Viscione, PhD 
Dean, A/hers School of Business and 
Economics 
Bernard M. Steckler, PhD 
Dean, Maiteo Ricci College 
Loretta Jancoski, PhD 
Director, lnstilule for theological Studies 
John N. Collins, PhD 	 is Director, institute of Pith/ic Serrice 
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